Abstract. We continue our study and applications of generalized Hörmander spaces of distributions D ′ γ,Λ with C ∞ wavefront set included in a cone Λ and the union of H s -wave front sets in a second cone γ ⊂ Λ. We give hypocontinuity results and failure of continuity of tensor multiplication maps between these spaces and deduce hypocontinuity results for various compositions on spaces of multilinear maps. We apply this study to a generalization of microcausal functionals from algebraic quantum field theory with derivatives controlled by spaces either of the form D ′ γ,Λ or some ǫ-tensor product of them. We prove nuclearity and completeness results and give general results to build Poisson algebra structures (with at least hypocontinuous bilinear products). We also apply our general framework to build retarded products with field dependent propagators.
Introduction
In 1992, Radzikowski [Ra, Ra2] showed the wave front set of distributions to be a key concept to define quantum fields in curved spacetime. This idea was fully developed into a renormalized scalar field theory in curved spacetimes by Brunetti and Fredenhagen [BF] , followed by Hollands and Wald [HW] and later extended to more general fields, for instance Dirac fields [Kr, H01, A, DHP, Sa10, R11] , gauge fields [H08, FR, FR2] and even some attempts of quantization of gravitation [BFR] . Moreover, recent simplifications strongly improved the mathematical understanding of the theory [KM14] .
Following those developments, the natural space where quantum field theory seem to take place is not the space of distributions D ′ , but the space D ′ Γ of distributions having their wave front set in a specified closed cone Γ. This space and its simplest properties were described by Hörmander in 1971 [H71] . Since recent developments [BDF] , most papers in algebraic quantum field theory used microcausal functionals where the natural space to control the wave front set is rather the dual of the previous space E ′ Λ with control of the wave front set by an open cone Λ = −Γ c , we started recently in [BD] the investigation of functional analytic properties of these spaces. The first paper of this series [D] then computed their completion and bornologification.
We called "dual wave front set" the union of usual H s -wave front sets (see e.g. [DL, p8] ) of a distribution : DW F (u) = s∈IR W F s (u) so that W F (u) = DW F (u) is recovered as its This class of spaces is stable by topological and bornological duality, completion, bornologification and their main properties established in [D] are summarized in section 1.1 below for the reader's convenience.
After this general study, our second goal is to provide tools to study spaces of functionals with wave front set conditions on their derivatives. For this we gather miscellaneous results on tensor products of our spaces and spaces of multilinear maps in part 1 of this second paper in the series. The third paper of this series will investigate more systematically those tensor products, following the general advice of Grothendieck, and mostly because general results don't give a full understanding of those tensor products. As for the completion above, there is a need for concrete (microlocal) representation to obtain a fully satisfactory functional analytic understanding. In this paper, we will be content to generalize hypocontinuity results of [BDH] to our spaces in proposition 9. We will deduce some non-continuity results showing the use of hypocontinuity is unavoidable in proposition 11. This is to be contrasted with vague statements of "continuity" meaning sequential continuity spread out in the literature, and which become dangerous when mixed with projective tensor products statements which are related to full continuity. We will finally give general relations of tensor products with our generalized Hörmander spaces. This will be crucial to use standard information on propagators and to relate our functionals with usual microcausal functionals of algebraic quantum field theory. Finally, we define in section 4 composition maps on spaces of multilinear maps. These spaces thus form a kind of topological operad.
Concerning spaces of functionals, we first solve technical problems in getting complete nuclear topologies on multilocal functionals and variants of microcausal functionals in Theorem 20. This problem remained open in [BFRi] when some nuclear topology was found on ordinary microcausal functionals.
However, we go beyond this functional analytic study of already used spaces to suggest a more algebraic and functional analytic approach on them to build efficiently Poisson algebras in infinite dimension with at least hypocontinuity results for the binary operations. Our idea about controlling, by wave front set conditions on derivatives, spaces of functionals is that it is much easier to control derivatives in spaces of multilinear maps on our spaces rather than by our spaces themselves. This especially restore some continuity of products (instead of hypocontinuity, in the full support case, see Theorem 20) and this reduces definition of maps like retarded or Poisson products (Peierls brackets) even with field dependent propagators to applications of composition of multilinear maps, see theorem 21. We emphasize that our theorem is a scheme of result to build various maps on spaces of functionals. Especially, as an application, we give a construction of retarded products in the case of field dependent propagators, fixing an issue in [BFRi] . This is the goal of section 7.
Let us now describe in more detail the content of this paper, as a guiding summary of our tools for the reader.
Section 1 gathers preliminary material, mostly coming from [D] , notably in subsection 1.1. Subsection 1.2 recalls various notation and definitions of tensor products we will use extensively later. Subsection 1.3 is new and completes the proofs of some results already stated in our first paper on the series. It proves approximation properties for our spaces, identifies completions with more concrete quasi-completions and give a crucial property of vector valued distributions based on our spaces to be tested scalarly by duality, the so-called property (ǫ) of Schwartz. As explained before, part 1 starts the study of tensor products building on previous results in [BDH] and our general functional analytic properties. Section 2 contains continuity, and hypocontinuity results (most are generalizations of those in the quoted paper but one, proposition 10, is strictly stronger even in the closed cone case they consider). Those results are based on known stability properties of hypocontinuity. This section also contains the advertised non-continuity result. The issue comes from zero sections where cones are not the most natural set of control for classical tensor products. The non-continuity result is thus based on our improved continuity and proves using duality results and nuclearity that continuity would imply an isomorphism of the hypocontinuous tensor product with some space of distributions. But plenty of distributions in this space, typically an example of Hormander with wave front set contained in one direction, with one side on zero sections, cannot come from the image of the hypocontinuous product. Since the cones considered in this non-continuity result are of the form appearing in physics for microcausal functionals, this result is of physical significance.
Section 3 gives inclusions between ǫ-products and our generalized Hörmander spaces of distributions, in waiting for an exact microlocal characterization of the former in the third paper of the series. Section 4 is concerned with multilinear maps.
Part 2 gives the already described applications to functionals. Schwartz' papers on vector valued distributions [S2] play a key role here as well as the notion of convenient smoothness [KM] and our composition of multilinear maps from section 4. Section 5 defines our general spaces of functionals and gives completeness, nuclearity and results of (hypo)continuity of products. Section 6 contains a general theorem to construct hypocontinuous bilinear maps and section 7 applies this to retarded products.
Preliminaries
We start by recalling the setting of the first paper of the series without giving the definition of the topologies but we still state the main results we will most often use in this second paper.
Let U ⊂ M an open set in a smooth connected manifold (implicitly assumed orientable σ-compact without boundary) of dimension d. We assume given on M a complete Riemannian metric D giving the topology (so that, by Hopf-Rinow theorem, closed balls for D are compact.)
Let E → U a smooth real vector bundle (with finite dimensional fiber of real dimension e).
We will use a fixed smooth partition of unity f i , indexed by I, subordinated to a covering U i , with U i ⊂ U compact and (U i ) i∈I locally finite U i smoothly isomorphic via a chart ϕ i : U i → IR
d to an open set in IR d , extending homeomorphically to U i and trivializing E → U We consider D ′ (U; E) the space of distributional sections of E with support in U and E ′ (U; E) the space of distributional sections of E with compact support in U. Note that
e (see e.g. [GKOS, (3.16) p 234]), via the map written above u → u • ϕ −1 i .Likewise we call E(U; E) the space of smooth sections of E on U and D(U; E) the space of smooth sections of E with compact support in U. We write as usual E ′ for the dual bundle, and E * = E ′ ⊗ IR * its version twisted by the density bundle IR * (cf e.g. [GKOS, chapter 3] ). We of course don't write E in any notation when E is the trivial line bundle over IR. Note that, since we don't make explicit our trivialization of vector bundles, we make the choice for those of E, E * so that for g ∈ D(U i ), v ∈ D(U):
This reduces duality pairings to those on IR n and the emphasis on the difficult analytic part of pullback rather than on the multiplication by smooth map part involved in change of bundle trivialization.
Duality and functional analytic results.
Recall that all the definition of topologies are given in section 3 there but they are also characterized by some of the properties given in the next result. The notions related to support properties are defined there in section 2. The most used support conditions C will be K the family of compact sets, F the family of all closed sets and on globally hyperbolic manifolds those explained in [D, Ex 16 ] (cf also [Sa] ) : timelike-compact closed sets
past-compact closed sets K P , spacelike-compact closed sets SK, future-spacelike-compact closed sets SK F and past-spacelike-compact closed sets SK P . In these cases the class (O C ) o in duality formulas is described as follows (
They satisfy the assumptions below since they are all enlargeable, by definition polar, and either C or (O C ) o is countably generated in the sense of [D, Ex 3, Def 13] . Recall the notation for our spaces in the vector bundle case :
The following theorem is our main result from the first part [D, Prop 34] .
Theorem 1. Let γ a cone and C = C oo an enlargeable polar family of closed sets in U and let λ = −γ c . The bounded sets on D ′ γ,γ (U, C; E) coincide for I ppp and I iii and this last inductive limit is regular. Moreover on
o ; E * ), I ibi ) is the strong and Mackey dual of (D
o ; E * ), I b ) and also for any cone
is the bornologification of I iii , so that the situation is summarized in the two following commuting diagrams where i is the canonical injection from a space to its completion, b the canonical map with bounded inverse between a bornologification and the original space :
Spaces symmetric with respect to the middle vertical line are Mackey duals of one another. All the spaces involved are nuclear locally convex spaces, and in each of them, bounded sets which are closed in the completion are metrisable compact sets and are equicontinuous sets from the stated dualities. When λ, γ are ∆ 0 2 -cones (i.e. both F σ ,G δ ) and if we assume either
o countably generated, all the space involved are moreover quasi-LB spaces of class G.
The following extension of [BDH, Prop 6 .1] was proven in [D, Prop 36] .
Proposition 2. Let γ ⊂ Λ ⊂ γ be cones on U 2 and f : U 1 → U 2 a smooth map. Define the cone df * γ = {(x, df * (x)(ξ)) : (f (x), ξ) ∈ γ} and for an enlargeable polar family of closed sets C define f −1 (C) = {f −1 (C), C ∈ C, }, and its polar enlargeable variant f
, and df * Λ ⊂Ṫ * U 1 . Then we have continuous maps for I either I ppp or I ibi :
We will also need some identification of topologies obtained by computing equicontinuous sets in respective duals, we obtained them in [D, lemma 28] for λ, γ ⊂ Λ ⊂ γ any cones:
Here λ i indexes projective limits over open cones, Π inductive limits over closed cones. We finally gather in the next lemma the descriptions of bounded, absolutely convex compact and equicontinuous sets in the spaces above which are scattered in the proofs of [D] . These are the most relevant bornologies for the tensor products we will consider. Recall that we introduced in [D, section 3] the following technical space
for an increasing sequence of closed cones Γ n ⊂ γ gathered in δ = (Γ n ). Modulo, equivalence by inclusion, this is basically a space where we fix the H n wave front set (which is similar to DW F n , but different) in a family of closed cones included in the cone γ.
Lemma 3. With the setting of theorem
bounded sets, precompact sets, sets included in an absolutely convex compact set and equicontinuous sets induced by their duals coincide. We have for them the same description as for bounded sets for (D
, namely sets bounded in the sense of the bornology induced by the regular inductive limit (D ′ γ,γ (U, C; E), I iii ), i.e. uniformly supported in a C ∈ C and included and bounded for some
, equicontinuous sets from their dual coincides with sets included in absolutely convex compact sets which are those associated to the bornological inductive limit associated to I iii , namely sets of distributions uniformly supported on some C ∈ C and bounded in D ′ Π,Π (U, F ; E) for some closed cone Π ⊂ γ. Finally, the bornologification maps b :
Especially, all the spaces above are defined from those bounded in a bornological inductive limit associated to I iii on some space.
Proof. From the beginning of the proof of [D, Prop 34] 
is bounded in the regular inductive limit I iii which corresponds to the description above. For general reasons about bounded sets in completion and bornologification, this gives the description of bounded sets in any of the spaces above. Since from [D, Prop 34] , (D ′ γ,γ (U, C; E), I ibi ) is nuclear, bounded sets are exactly precompact="relatively compact" sets. Thus the inverse image of a compact set for I ppp is closed since the bornologification map is continuous, bounded since both topologies have same bounded sets thus compact by the above nuclearity. This gives that the bornologification map is proper. For the second proper map we reason by diagram chasing, a compact set is also compact in the completion thus from the complete case in the bornologification, and since the topology of the bornologification without completion agrees with the one of the completeion of the bornologification (for our spaces), it is compact there.
In D ′ γ,γ (U, C; E), for I ibi equicontinuous sets and strongly bounded sets coincides as in any dual of a bornological space (this is explained from Hogbe-Nlend's results in [D, lemma 27] ), and moreover, I ibi is known to be the strong dual topology by [D, Prop 34] . Finally, on a dual, the equicontinuous sets induced by a space and its completion are known to be the same thus the equicontinuous sets are the same for I ppp .
For (D ′ γ,γ (U, C; E), I iii ) equicontinuous sets are identified in [D, lemma 28] , and as above they are the same for I ibi whose dual is the completion of the dual. In (D ′ γ,γ (U, C; E), I b ) and (D ′ γ,γ (U, C; E), I iii ) closed equicontinuous sets are compact as in any dual of a nuclear space [T, p 519] , and conversely absolutely convex compact sets (which coincides for both topologies from the proper map property shown above) are shown to be equicontinuous at the end of the proof of [D, Prop 34] . This completes our proof.
1.2. Reminder on tensor products of locally convex spaces. We will be mostly interested in five tensor products, projective, injective, ǫ, γ and bornological (with variants).
If E, F are locally convex spaces,
are duals, E ⊗ γ F ) is the algebraic tensor product equipped with the finest locally convex topology on it making
e. hypocontinuous for equicontinuous parts of the implicitly used dualities
e. hypocontinuous for absolutely convex compact parts). We write as usual E⊗ π F, E⊗ β F, E⊗ βe F, E⊗ γ F the corresponding completions. We will also sometimes use the terminology σ 1 − σ 2 hypocontinuous (especially with σ i one of the letters above) to say hypocontinuous for bounded sets in σ i on the corresponding side [S2] .
One should note that at various places in the (bornology, convenient vector space) literature, see e.g. [KM] , there is another (different) definition of the bornological tensor product as the finest l.c.s topology making E × F → E ⊗ ′ β F bounded (on product of bounded sets). From the characterization of neighborhoods of zero (see e.g. [PC, Prop 11.3.4 The ǫ-product has been extensively used and studied by Laurent Schwartz [S, section 1] .
′ is the set of ǫ-hypocontinuous bilinear forms on the duals E ′ c equipped with the Arens topology of uniform convergence on absolutely convex compact subsets of E.
When the bounded sets on E ′ c so that as explained in [S] equicontinuous sets of the dual coincide with absolutely convex compact sets), this is the same as
′ . Note that all our spaces above in theorem 1 have their γ topology since they have all their Mackey topology. The topology on EǫF is the topology of uniform convergence on products of equicontinuous sets in E ′ , F ′ (as the initial topology of E = (E ′ c ) ′ , by Mackey Thm is the topology of uniform convergence on equicontinuous parts in E ′ ). If E, F are quasi-complete spaces (resp. complete spaces , resp. complete spaces with the approximation property) so is EǫF (see [S, Prop 3 p29, Corol 1 p 47] ). E ⊗ ǫ F is the topology on E ⊗ F induced by EǫF (see [S, Prop 11 p46] and E⊗ ǫ F ≃ EǫF if E, F are complete and E has the approximation property. All the above tensor products are commutative and the ⊗ π , ⊗ ǫ , ⊗ ′ β products are associative. We end this section by a technical result in our context that will be used at the end in the application section 7. This gives a glimpse of the general study of tensor products in the third paper of this series. 
Thus this is a countable inductive limit of webbed spaces (using [DW, Prop V.2.4 p 91] for the tensor product and e.g. [K2, §45.4 . (7) p 63] for the countable projective limit). From [?, Th 2], since our space is complete, it is also quasi-(LB).
Consequences for approximation properties and vector valued distributions.
We gather here results that are useful in themselves in functional analysis, but essential when dealing with vector valued distributions [S] . The study of vector valued distributions based on Hörmander spaces of distributions is motivated by their use in quantum field theory, notably in [R, FR] . We will also use them in part 2 below.
Proposition 5. Let γ ⊂ Λ ⊂ γ cones and C = C oo an enlargeable polar family of closed sets in U and assume either C or
iii ) all have the sequential approximation property (in the strongest variant with uniform convergence on compact subsets of the completion [J, p399] ).
Proof. We use [S, Prop 2 p 7] . Of course from the same proof as in [S, Prop 1 p 6] , F = D(U; E) has the wanted sequential approximation property (since it is complete, the uniform convergence on compact sets of the completion coincide with Schwartz' notion of convergence on absolutely convex compact sets and Grothendieck's notion of convergence on precompact sets). If C is countably generated, [D, lemma 22] gives us a subsequence L kn of L n such that for any
is bounded in the same sense, and (G, G) in this case. Composing with the bornologification map at the target and knowing the stronger continuity of each map from [D, lemma 22] , and since the compact sets on which we want to converge uniformly are the same by the proper map property in lemma 3, this gives the same result for G = (D ′ γ,γ (U, C; E), I ppp ). Finally these two spaces are the completion of the other two, thus since the uniform convergence sets agree as the topology, we also conclude those cases. For the case where (O C ) o is countably generated, we have the corresponding result for the dual of (D ′ γ,γ (U, C; E), I ibi ) whose Arens dual is still this space, thus the sequential approximation property in Schwartz' sense, which coincides with the stated one in this complete case. The consequence without bornologification and without completion then follows similarly.
We gather here other consequences of [D, lemma 22] .
Proposition 6. Let γ a cone and C = C oo an enlargeable polar family of closed sets in U.
and bounded in the same space with B ⊂ B ′ (even in the Mackey-sequential completion).
As a consequence,
Proof. In any case B is always bounded in (D ′ γ,γ (U, C; E), I ibi ), and from [D, lemma 22 (B) is bounded for I iii thus for I ibi since this is the bornologification of the previous one. Thus B ′ is bounded in any of these spaces and the conclusion follows from the lemma.
In [S, p 53 ], Schwartz says a space of distributions H (in IR n but the manifold case is identical, i.e. H ֒→ D ′ (U, E)) has property (ǫ) if for any quasi-complete separated locally convex vector space F , the ǫ product (cf. the previous subsection for a reminder) H ǫF is the same as the space of distributions
is the Arens dual of F , i.e. F ′ given the topology of uniform convergence on compact absolutely convex sets in F ). Said otherwise H -valued distributions defined as H ǫF can be tested scalarly to belong to H once known to be in
Proposition 7. Let γ cones and C = C oo an enlargeable polar family of closed sets in U and assume either C or
Proof. One uses (an obvious manifold variant of) [S, proposition 15 p54] . Both our spaces are quasi-complete nuclear thus closed bounded sets are compact. We know that them and their Arens=Mackey duals (since they are semi-Montel) are strictly normal (see [D, lemma 22] and Theorem 1 for the Mackey duals.) It remains to check they have a system of neighborhoods of zero which is closed in them with the topology induced by D ′ (U, E), for which, by Schwartz' remark after his proof, it suffices to check there is, for every equicontinuous set B of their duals, a set B ′ ⊂ D(U, E * ) and equicontinuous in their duals such that B ⊂ B ′ the weak closure. For (D ′ γ,γ (U, C; E), I ibi ) for which equicontinuous sets are the same as bounded sets, this is our preceding proposition. In (D ′ γ,γ (U, C; E), I ppp ) ′ , equicontinuous sets are in the bornological inductive limit associated to the definition of I b namely from the proof of Theorem 1 again, the bounded sets in the bornological inductive limit associated to I iii (this is also explained in detail in lemma 3). Thus from [D, lemma 22] , we can take B ′ = L k(B) (B) (note this lemma only uses the inductive limit bornology). Part 1. A first look at tensor products and operators on Generalized Hörmander spaces of distributions
We start here our investigation of tensor products and spaces of operators on our (slightly) Generalized Hörmander spaces of distributions. Our intent is to prove here only what we need for our applications to generalizations of spaces of functionals used in algebraic quantum field theory [BF, BDF, R, BFRi] . A more systematic study will be carried out in the third paper of this series.
Preliminaries on continuity of tensor products
The strongest result is obtained when tensor product is not considered with optimal wave front set condition but we can get a continuous map (and not only a hypocontinuous map).
Proof. and [D, lemma 27] , we can be content with the cases α = iii. We only consider trivial bundles on open sets of IR d , the general case being identical. Since the support is F (U i ), we are reduced to the usual normal topology I H from [BD] . From the well-known continuity of tensor product of distributions with their strong topology and exhaustion lemmas (any closed supp(f ) × V ⊂ γ c 1 × γ c 2 can be covered by finitely many parts as below), it suffices to consider seminorms of the form
i and of course we have :
We also have a weaker but much more useful hypocontinuity result when we take optimal wave front set conditions, which essentially comes from [BDH, Th. 5.5] . This is especially important once considered our next result that explains why we don't have continuity in most cases different from the previous one. Note that above and below E 1 ⊗ E 2 → U 1 × U 2 always denotes the exterior tensor product of vector bundles.
, I β ) are hypocontinuous (if not otherwise specified) in the following cases :
, γ i any cones as above and
iii in which case we only have γ-hypocontinuity, but full hypocontinuity if γ 1 closed for α 1 = b.
(1) any cone and α 1 = b and γ 2 , Λ (2) any cones and α 2 = β = ppp in which case we only have (γ − β)-hypocontinuity, but full hypocontinuity if γ 1 closed.
The various cases give (some kind of) hypocontinuity for most pairs of main topologies in Theorem 1, most notably for pairs of dual topologies and for identical topologies, with the exception of I ppp in the complete case (where there is only a result with its dual topology), because the non-complete case is only given with γ-hypocontinuity and thus not enough bounded sets to go to the completion.
Note that case (ii) includes γ i = Λ (i) open cones and α j = β ∈ {iii, iip, ipi, ipp} since those topologies coincide with I b in this case except on the target space since γ may not be open, but it is still stronger (see [D, Prop 33] ) and for the same reason, case (ii) also includes Using [D, Th 23, lemma 27 ] to identify the topologies with what we called normal topology in [BD] , Case (i) is exactly [BDH, Th. 5 .5] at least in the case C i = F (U i ), and trivial vector bundles. Note also that γ is indeed a closed cone when γ i 's are. We don't explain more the manifold case which is a direct consequence of their result.
One can use a well-known result for hypocontinuity and inductive limits (see [M, Th 1 c]), since the inductive limit on support are strict regular (especially quasiregular in the sense of Melnikov), it suffices to get hypocontinuity on each term of the inductive limit, and since the topology is induced there from the one without support condition and the support condition of tensor products is well known, the result is obvious.
For case (ii), we start with γ i = Λ (i) in which case I ibi = I b and we proved in Theorem 1 that the spaces considered are ultrabornological thus barrelled and we can again be content to prove separate continuity using [T, Th 41.2 p424] . Thus if we take u 1 ∈ D
using the definition of continuity on inductive limits, but for this it suffices to check it is bounded (D
H,iii ) (since then it will be bounded thus continuous between bornologifications). The boundedness statement is included in the above hypocontinuity already checked.
We continue with the case Λ (i) = γ i , note that Λ = γ in this case. Since the source spaces are the completions of those of our first subcase in case (ii) by our Theorem 1, we use [K2, §40.3 . (4)] for which we only need to check the target space is complete (which is given at the same place) and the closure of the bounded sets generates the bounded sets of the completion, and this is checked in proposition 6. For the general case, since the source spaces have the previous case as their completion, we already know the map is built with value in D ′ γ,γ (U, F ; E 1 ⊗ E 2 ). Now the topology induced on our desired target by the completion is of course I ibi by the same completion property at the target from Theorem 1 and it suffices to check the extended map is valued in the stated space. For, thanks to the computation of the completion, we only have to compute wave front sets (since the DWF condition is not changed at the completion level). But for any element in pair in the source, wave front sets are closed cones, and applying (i) to them and increasingness of× in both arguments, one concludes to the expected inclusion W F (u ⊗ v) ⊂ Λ.
In case (iii), we use the inductive limit description for I b and (3). We checked in the lemma 3 that absolutely convex compact sets are equicontinuous and that such sets are only in the bornology of the quoted bornological inductive limits. We can thus use a result in the spirit of [M, Th 1 c] (replacing the strong assumption for bounded sets he uses namely a regularity of the inductive limit by the right assumption for his result which is to take an hypocontinuity with respect to the bornologies of the inductive limits). Then the required hypocontinuities for applying this result all follow from the closed case (i). [Note that the case with α 1 = b also follows directly from the case α 1 = iii by composition with the bornologification map.]
Noting the first space with topology I b is ultrabornological thus barrelled, we can use [K2, §40.2.(3,4) ] to get asymmetric hypocontinuity with respect to bounded sets on the right hand side (starting only from separate continuity). And since in the case γ 1 closed, bounded and equicontinuous sets coincide in the left hand side, one gets full hypocontinuity in this case. This gives the special result in the closed case.
Finally in case (iv) note first taking an equicontinuous or an absolutely convex compact set in the left hand side, thus a bounded set with wave front set controlled by a closed cone Γ ⊂ γ 1 so that the statement reduces to prove hypocontinuity in the case γ 1 closed in reasoning as before with a variant of [M, Th 1 c] . We thus stick to this case. Starting from (iii) with same γ i gives the case γ 2 = Λ (2) (since I ppp = I iii in this case in the source and I iii is stronger in the targe). Next we deal with the case γ 2 = Λ (2) , and fixing as target space the completion of the space we want we have from (iii) hypocontinuity. We can apply [K2, §40.3.(4) ], (we thus don't need to extend on the left hand side) and get hypocontinuity using again proposition 6. To get the same thing with the stated target space, we only have to check the space of value is the right one in controlling the wave front set (this is the only thing changing while we got to the completion before), but this is again obvious using (i). This concludes this second case. Finally, for the general case, we deduce as before from the previous case the map by functoriality and only have to change the space of value which means computing the wave front set of arrival since all the spaces have the same completion (see Theorem 1.)
The advertised non-continuity result will be a consequence of an improvement of the previous result. We will investigate more its meaning in the third paper of this series.
We concentrate on the closed cone case, with U i ⊂ IR d i and without vector bundles until the end of this subsection, for which we need to introduce extra seminorms. We leave the manifold slight generalization to the reader. Let γ i ⊂Ṫ * U i be cones and
γ 2 generated by the seminorms for I ppp and, for ϕ i ∈ D(U i ) and cones
is complete and the tensor product bilinear map is γ-hypocontinuous :
Proof. For the completeness statement, taking any Cauchy net u n for I β it converges to some u for I ppp from the completeness of this topology and F (u n f )(ξ, η) thus converges pointwise, and since moreover, from completeness of our supplementary decay seminorms on spaces of continuous functions, they have limits in those spaces, the limit is necessarily F (uf )(ξ, η) so that we have indeed the full convergence for I β . We could of course formulate this in terms of closed subspace of a product of complete spaces.
It remains to check the improved bonds near the cones γ 1 × U 2 × {0} and U 1 × {0} × γ 2 for hypocontinuity. Note that as in the proof of proposition 9 (iii) it suffices to prove the closed γ i case and reason by inductive limits.
By symmetry we are content to bound (in the setting before the proposition):
in two cases to prove hypocontinuity of the tensor product with those seminorms added. First if we assume u 1 ∈ B some bounded set in D ′ (U 1 ) thus say with F (u 1 ϕ 1 ) polynomially bounded of order m, in this case, one gets (using
Second, if we assume u 2 ∈ B some bounded set in
and it remains to prove B ′ bounded in D(U 1 ). First B ′ is indeed uniformly supported on supp(ϕ 1 ).
We have to bound
for some compact K say containing a neighborhood of supp(ϕ 1 ), and some constant C n,ϕ 1 depending on the norms of ϕ 1 . But now the last term is finite by definition of boundedness of B. Those two estimates together prove the stated hypocontinuity.
Our next non-continuity result will be based on the argument that if we could have a full continuity, we would have an isomorphism contradicting the improved target topology for hypocontinuity in our previous proposition.
Of course, from the stated inclusions of cones, our previous proposition proved they are (at least γ)-hypocontinuous. Note that the target cone Γ is only slightly smaller than the one of proposition 8, the only difference being in zero sections, explaining this result is quite optimal for full continuity.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that the maps are continuous, so that one gets continuous maps (the second one by completion)
and moreover from the hypocontinuity in proposition 9 (ii),(iii) we also have a continuous (note that we know ǫ-hypocontinuity is the same as γ-hypocontinuity in the stated case)
We used the completion here in order to be able to go to the completed tensor product (no problem for γ since it is closed).
We first show this would imply the topological or algebraic isomorphisms :
) and we will get a contradiction from these isomorphisms.
We start by proving the stated isomorphisms. From (4), (5) we have one map for the algebraic isomorphisms and we have to build the inverse. Since the spaces for which we take projective tensor products are complete nuclear and thus have the approximation property of Grothendieck, it suffices to build a continuous map to the Schwartz ǫ product (which coincides with the completed projective tensor product, and by density and agreement on smooth maps, it will canonically be the inverse)
) is the set of ǫ-hypocontinuous bilinear maps on the product of Arens duals
since by propositon 1 the Arens topologies coincide with I on the duals (and we went to the completions for completed tensor product for a more uniform notation). Respectively, (D
) is the set of ǫ-hypocontinuous bilinear maps (which coincides here with hypocontinuous by the computation of equicontinuous sets in [D, lemma 27] ) on the product of Arens duals
since by [D, Corol 26] the Arens topology coincides with I ibi . The maps we want are thus obtained by composition with the map (6) (resp. (7)), We could check the continuity of the first but we won't need it.
Again for the second isomorphism, both sides are complete and thus we have only to identify the topologies on the algebraic tensor product which is dense on both sides. By the maps (6), (7) again, the topology induced by the bornological tensor product is stronger. But we just identified their duals (not topologically though) thus both are weaker than the Mackey topology of duality by Mackey-Arens theorem. Finally, in [D, Corol 26] we checked the Mackey topology on D
is the same as I iii = I ibi = I (resp. I ibi ) thus all topologies coincide as expected. (Note we may also use [K, §21. 4.(5) ] to identify the Mackey topology of a space and the one of the completion on the tensor product dense subspace of (D
We thus deduced the second isomorphism. Let us now get our contradiction in showing the completion of the maps (6), (7) are actually not surjective. But from our previous proposition 10, after completing the map obtained on induced tensor products, we checked any u in the image satisfies the supplementary bound (taking D = 3 k as we can)
as soon as supp(ϕ 2 ) × V 2 ∩ Λ 2 = ∅. It thus suffices to prove this condition is not satisfied by any u in (D
iii ), (respectively in the second case exchanging Λ i 's and γ i 's, we only write the first case and leave the notational changes to the reader in the second). Note that for I ibi this is not written in the previous proposition, but in the closed case, we have full hypocontinuity which goes to the bornologification and in the open case, we reason as in proposition 9 (ii) where we only have to check separate continuity from barelledness, and then our proposition 10 is enough.
We will use a specific case of Hörmander's example 8.2.4 [H97, p. 188] with s = −2l, ρ = 1/k. Fix ξ 0 a vector, |ξ 0 | = 1 such that say (x 0 , ξ 0 ) ∈ Λ 1 × U 2 × {0}. This points exists of course if Λ 1 = ∅, (we can assume that up to exchanging the indexes 1, 2). Of course, we take x 0 = (x, y) ∈ U 1 × U 2 and since we are free about y, we choose y such that there is a non-empty closed cone V 2 with {y} × V 2 ∩ Λ 2 = ∅ and it exists since Λ c 2 = ∅ (without loss of generality, since either Λ c 1 = ∅, and this is forced by our assumption, or otherwise Λ c 1 = ∅, and if Λ c 2 = ∅ then Λ 2 = ∅ and we could exchange again indexes 1, 2 to satisfy our two assumptions). We of course take ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 smooth compactly supported on a neighborhood of x, y respectively.
Let χ ∈ C ∞ (IR, [0, 1]) be equal to 1 in (−∞, 1/2) and to 0 in (1, +∞), with 0 ≤ χ ≤ 
} has non-empty intersection with every complement of compact sets (for ρ = 1/k).
Define 
and (ξ, η) → (1 + |ξ| + |η|) l |F (w)(ξ, η)| which is rapidly decreasing is not a problem at infinity. Since we can bound below the sup we are interested in a supremum on A, on which χ((ξ
1 | = ∞, at least for s negative. Thus u is not in the image of the completion of (6) concluding to our statement and to the expected contradiction.
Control of tensor products by wave front set conditions
Our final goal in the next paper of this series will be to describe all the tensor products we considered here in terms of microlocal conditions, notably in order to obtain extra functional analytic properties not given by the general theory. But since the lack of continuity presented in proposition 11 gave an obstruction to an easy identification of these tensor products (see the isomorphism from which we obtained a contradiction in the proof), we will still need in our applications a way of checking that a distribution gives an element of a completed tensor product by checking a (dual) wave front set condition. This is the goal of this section to give such conditions. For our convenience in order to state results in the context of most topologies of Theorem 1, we will write for a cone γ
and j = j for j = 1, 4, j = 5 − j for j = 2, 3 so that our duality results (for instance for Arens duals) are conveniently summarized as
Proposition 12. Let γ i ⊂Ṫ * U i be cones and C i enlargeable polar families of closed sets of
o . There are continuous injections for any j ∈ {1, 2, 4}:
and for any j ∈ {1, 3} :
Proof. We know from [D, Prop 33 ] that all spaces involved in the first line are nuclear for the stated topologies, thus completed projective product and injective product coincide, and moreover, they have the approximation property (see e.g.[?, p 110]), thus by [S, prop 11 p 46] , the ǫ product is a dense subspace of this completed injective product, we only have to build a map to/from Schwartz ǫ-product (since the last space (D ′ Γ,Γ (U 1 ×U 2 , F ; E 1 ⊗E 2 ), I ppp ) is complete). Using injectivity of the ǫ product of maps [S, p 20] (and the equality I pip = I iii in the closed DWF/WF case and injections in [D, lemma 21] ) we have
Using also our proposition 8 and composing with the previous one, the second map is thus known (and injective via inclusions in distributions).
But thanks to the identifications of the Arens duals in the same corollary
Our first injective map is thus built in dualizing the dense range tensor multiplication map of proposition 9 (ii,iii), using also (
oo , (as is easily checked, using crucially enlargeability for ⊃). To prove continuity, it suffices to prove the tensor multiplication map sends tensor products of equicontinuous sets to equicontinuous sets. For j = 4 this is obvious since equicontinuous sets are the same as bounded sets. For j = 1, 2 we identified in lemma 3 equicontinuous sets in
But, since we have hypocontinuity at level of each term of the defining inductive limits I iii , I ibi , and since an equicontinuous set B defines an equicontinuous family of maps u ⊗ · which thus preserve those bounded sets of (D
and thus also preserve equicontinuous sets in
For the second inclusion, we can translate what we are looking for through duality (recall now j = 1, 3):
We used the computation of Arens duals summarized in Theorem 1. Our second injective map is thus built in dualizing the dense range tensor multiplication map of proposition 9 (iv). To check continuity, again, it suffices to see the tensor multiplication map sends products of equicontinuous sets to equicontinuous sets. But fixing B equicontinuous in the first space (thus we can assume γ 1 closed by our identification of equicontinuous sets), u ⊗ . gives an equicontinuous family, and in the case j = 1 via the identification of equicontinuous sets to those having wave front set in a closed subcone in the inductive limit, this reduces to the case j = 2 (with even closed γ 2 ), in which case bounded sets and equicontinuous sets agree (at target partly from our reduction to γ 1 closed) . This concludes to our last result.
Spaces of multilinear maps
Our description of tensor products gives us access to abstract description of spaces of hypocontinuous multilinear maps on generalized Hörmander spaces of distributions. For convenience we still use notation (8).
We summarize the descriptions of the spaces of interests which are ǫ-products and give relations with spaces controlled by wave front set conditions. All spaces of hypocontinuous multilinear maps will be given their canonical topology as ǫ products, namely of uniform convergence on products of equicontinuous sets, see [S] .
It is also complete when all k i ∈ {3, 4} in which case it is also the space of hypocontinuous multilinear maps, the corresponding completed projective tensor product and even the space of bounded multilinear maps when k i = k = 4. We also have the following continuous inclusions for
for k 1 = ... = k n−1 equal in the cases k = k 1 = k n = K ∈ {4, 2}, or K = 3 with either k 1 = k n = 4, k = 2, or k n ∈ {4, 2, 3}, k 1 = 3, k = 2 and finally, the case K = 1, k 1 = 3, k n ∈ {3, 1}, k = 2. We can also have the case k i ∈ {3, 4}, k ∈ {2, 4}, K = 3 partially covered before.
Proof. We computed in Theorem 1 the various Arens=Mackey duals. The identification with the ǫ-product comes from [S, Prop 4 p 30], using only the completeness of the target space.
Since from [S, Prop 11 p 46] , the ǫ-product has for completion the completed injective tensor product, in the case where spaces have the approximation property, one deduces they are all nuclear as their completion. They are complete when all the spaces of the ǫ product are complete [S, Prop 3 p 29] . The statement of hypocontinuity comes from the identification of bounded and equicontinuous sets as explained in lemma 3 and in the bornological case, the identification of hypocontinuous linear maps and bounded linear maps. Applying [S, Prop 1 p 20, Prop 7 p 38] we get inductively from proposition 12 the various stated injections. For instance in the case k = k 1 = k n = K ∈ {4, 2} we only have to use repeatedly the first injection, the point is that all the spaces of the ǫ-product involved are complete, so that we can apply associativity of ǫ product combined with the preservation of injectivity of ǫ products of continuous injections.
When K ∈ {3, 1} we first apply the second injection of proposition 12, once composed on the right with the completion maps to go from case j ∈ {3, 1} to j + 1 ∈ {4, 2} we can then apply again associativity freely and get the cases K = 3 with either k 1 = k n = 4, k = 2, or k n ∈ {4, 3}, k 1 = 3, k = 2 and finally, the case K = 1, k 1 = 3, k n = 3, k = 2, and without equalities of k i 's, k i ∈ {3, 4}, k ∈ {2, 4}, K = 3.
The cases K = 3, k n = 2, k 1 = 3, k = 2 and K = 1 = k 1 , k n = 3, k = 2 need a supplementary remark since one space is never complete. Here, we can gather terms which are complete in an ǫ-product. Indeed, this is a consequence of [S, Prop 7 p 38] with two applications of [S, Prop 4 p 30] which enables to gather complete spaces in the space of value, then apply associativity, and then come back to the ǫ product with associativity applied. In this way, since there is only one term not complete in the ǫ product above, one gathers all others and use the injections as above inductively.
The easiest case is for the bornological complete topologies with all indexes j = 4. At first reading, the reader should probably only consider this case where everything is straightforward. Since it is not clear at this point if this will be sufficient for applications (especially because the topology is quite tricky even to define in this case), we consider more general situations.
Our next result makes explicit nice spaces with controlled (dual) wave front set included in spaces of operators, and the various continuity of compositions on the full space and on restrictions. As we will see the only technical assumption is made for the target space where composition is made. We write ǫ eq the family of ǫ-equihypocontinuous [S, p 18] 
Proposition 14. In the setting of our previous proposition, and with supplementary cones γ
Then the map below corresponding to composition in the j-th variable is hypocontinuous when k = 4 and ǫ eq − β-hypocontinuous (thus separately continuous) when k = 2 (always with the ǫ-product topologies of proposition 13).
• j : L(
which restricts also to ǫ-hypocontinuous maps to the (often continuously) embedded subspaces given in proposition 13.
′′ the following maps coming from restriction are ǫ-hypocontinuous :
with either κ 1 = κ 2 = κ 3 ∈ {1, 3, 4} or κ 3 = 2, κ 1 = κ 2 ∈ {2, 3}. We even get full hypocontinuity when κ 3 ∈ {3, 4}.
Proof. There is no problem to define the composition in any case.In order to check the space of value is indeed in ǫ-equicontinuous maps by composition, it suffices to note that a product of equicontinuous sets is sent by a map in the second argument to an equicontinuous set. For, note that evaluated in all but one variable the maps above gives an equicontinuous family of continuous linear maps, which thus sends bounded sets (as equicontinuous sets) to bounded sets (see [K2, §39.3 
we saw bounded sets are equicontinuous as explained in lemma 3..
Then using the remark above we explain the claimed ǫ−hypocontinuity of a composition A • j B. Note that this boils down to getting equicontinuity of the family of maps obtained by evaluating all but one variable of A • j B to equicontinuous sets. But for this there are 2 cases, the case where all the arguments of B are evaluated, in which case the equicontinuity of the image just proved concludes since the j-th argument of A then receives such an equicontinuous family. The second case is where all the arguments of A but the j-th one are evaluated to equicontinuous sets, and then the equicontinuouity follows by (the obvious) composition of equicontinuous families.
To prove hypocontinuity of
..., b n+m−1 ), c | since without the sup over A, A ′ one gets a seminorm of the target space so that we have to bound this uniformly in A, A ′ by a seminorm for v, u respectively to get hypocontinuity. The second case is easy since A ′′ = A ′ (B j , ..., B j+n−1 ) is bounded in the target space for v namely (D ′ γ,γ (U, C; E), J k ), k = 2, 4 by definition of A ′ bounded, but, as we said, in this space, any bounded set is equicontinuous thus so is A ′′ , and :
is the bound by a seminorm for u.
The first case will require the restriction k = 4 to get full hypocontinuity. Indeed, like- wise A(B 1 , ...., B j−1 , ·, B 
where we used our computations of strong du-
γ,γ (U, C; E), J k ) to formulate things under Schwartz hypothesis. The strong dual computation uses proposition 6. This is where we will need k = 4 so that the first space does not change). thus, by [K2, §39.3 . (4)], the set of adjoint maps send the equicontinuous set like C to a bounded set
which is again equicontinuous when k = 4 because of the target space has also topology I ibi where bounded sets are equicontinuous.
Thus we have the expected bound
In case k = 2 for the first argument fixed to a single element thus A = {u} is ǫ-equihypocontinuous by definition, or also more generally for A ǫ-equihypocontinuous, thus ′ send equicontinuous sets in the dual to equicontinuous sets which enables to conclude as before.
For the induced maps, we get continuity by realizing the restriction as a canonical composition of 3 maps. The first is the tensor map t obtained in lemma 9 (ii) (case κ 3 = 3, 4),(iii) (case κ 3 = 1) and (iv) (case κ 3 = 2, explaining the various classes of hypocontinuity obtained) with target space D
we even got to the completion of the target space obtained there to get a common target in all our cases.
The second map is a pullback via the map (recall
If it were, we would have ((x i , ξ i ) ∈ −γ ′ i or ξ i = 0) for all i = j, and ((z i , ζ i ) ∈ −γ i or ζ i = 0) for all i and moreover (y, η) ∈ (γ ′ ) c or η = 0. Thus if η ′ = ξ j = 0 one contradicts the assumption (x 1 , ...., x m , y, z 1 , ..., z n , x j , ξ 1 , ...., ξ m , η, ζ 1 , ..., ζ n , η ′ ) ∈ (γ b× γ a ) ∩Ṫ * (U n+m+2 ) (since from the assumptions on (z i , ζ i ) one cannot have ((x j , η ′ ) ∈ γ c or η ′ = 0) especially η ′ = 0 is forbidden because of the definition of γ a and also similarly, one cannot have ((x j , ξ j ) ∈ −γ j = γ or ξ ′ j = 0 from the definition of γ b ) or otherwise if η ′ = 0 and thus in order not to contradict (z 1 , ..., z n , x j , ζ 1 , ..., ζ n , η ′ ) ∈ γ a one must have (x j , η ′ ) ∈ γ and similarly since then ξ j = 0, in order not to contradict (x 1 , ...., x m , y, ξ 1 , ...., ξ m , η) ∈ γ b one must have (x j , ξ j ) ∈ (−γ ′ j ) c = (−γ) c and this contradicts ξ j = −η. Altogether we deduced
Similarly, let us show that
But note that if p j is the projection on the j-th coordinate,
But from this and the definition of f j we obviously have [D] Ex 5 any closed set in there is included in a set of the form above f
for some function ǫ given above (recall the notation (f j ) −1 e introduced in proposition 2 contains an implicit ǫ). From the application of proposition 2, we thus got our second map after composition by a canonical map :
(our computation above implies the right condition in the hypothesis on the 0 section,
). The third map necessary to recover the restricted composition map is easier to build.
The third map is then defined from the projection map composed with a permutation g j (x 1 , ...., x m , y, z 1 , ..., z n ) = (x 1 , ...., x j−1 , z 1 , ..., z n , x j+1 , ...., x m , y), so that with the first part of proposition 2 again, we get
since by a computation already used in the proof of proposition 12 (using enlargeability)
where we used again [D] Ex 5to see any element of (C
oo is included in some product and thus g −1
oo . Taking the adjoint of g * j continuous between Mackey duals, one gets the third map we wanted :
• t and it suffices to check it agrees on a dense set thus everywhere with the restricted map.
Beyond composition studied in the previous lemma, we will be interested in tensor products on spaces of multilinear maps and their continuity properties. The useful easy results are gathered in the next lemma which is a consequence of associativity of ǫ product [S, Prop 7 p 38] and the canonical map between projective tensor product and ǫ-product (both in the complete case (with approximation property for the second point requiring identification with completed injective product).
Lemma 15. In the setting above, and with supplementary cones γ
o ). Then we have a continuous map corresponding to tensor multiplication at the level of distribution spaces
Part 2. Spaces of smooth functionals with wave front set conditions.
Topology and algebraic structure
In this section, we want to study topological (and algebraic) properties of some spaces of conveniently smooth [KM] (vector valued) functionals on an open U ⊂ E(U, E) (open in the usual Fréchet space topology thus c ∞ -open, [KM, Th 4.11] ) for E → U a bundle as above. These spaces will be variants of microcausal functionals (studied in this generality in [BFRi] ) when specified to specific cones. We will moreover study two classes of spaces. The goal is to solve easily an issue appeared there for defining Poisson (and retarded) brackets with field dependent propagator. This uses crucially our study of multilinear maps on generalized Hörmander spaces of distributions.
The first variant is the more similar to [BFRi] . Fix m ∈ IN * . Let λ = (λ n ) a family of cones λ n ⊂ (Ṫ * U n ) J for some set J, λ n = (λ n,j ) j∈J . We will often assume :
Assumption 1: λ n,j× λ N,j ⊂ λ n+N,j , ∀j ∈ J; n, N ≥ 1.
We also consider C, C ′ polar enlargeable families of closed sets. Note that (C n ) oo is then also enlargeable. We will fix E a separated locally convex space of value (as motivated for instance by [FR, FR2, R, BFR] , but note that our investigation at this stage is only really preliminary, and the assumption on E won't be suitable to apply it as is to these papers, a more general treatment will require the investigation of the third part of this paper). This locally convex space will enable to treat field dependent retarded product in a uniform way as functionals valued in a locally convex space.
For a smooth map F : U → E it is known [KM, Corol 5.11 ] that the n-th differential
Cor of Th 34.1,Th 51.6] in the non-bundle case) which is bornological so that
. Indeed smooth maps depend only of the bornology [KM, Corol 1.8] which is the same between E ′ (U n , E ⊗n )ǫE and
⊗ β n ; E) (see [S, corol 2 p 34] with our identification above and since E(U n , E ⊗n ) and its dual have their Mackey topology since they are bornological, we also use their equicontinuous sets are exactly their bounded set for the same reason).
Note that from [BFRi, lemma 2.3.8] there is a natural notion of support of a functional (when E = l C), such that in the smooth case supp(F ) = ϕ∈U supp(F (1) [ϕ] ). For the case of more general E, we suppose given a bornology B on some subspace of E ′ . Then we can define for B ∈ B, supp(F, B) = ϕ∈U ,ψ∈B supp(F (1) [ϕ](ψ)), where, as seen above,
When not specified, we take the bornology B f of all subsets of the dual, especially in the case E = l C (in this case we only write supp(F )). In this subsection, this bornology can be ignored, it will be used in the next subsection. At this stage, for instance, there is no reason to distinguish between scalarly compact support and real compact support (for B f ). We also fix a family of locally convex spaces with continuous injections
We define a first space of functionals on an open U ⊂ E(U, E) :
The second variant using more explicitly spaces of multilinear maps will be called an operadic variant, depending on Γ = {(γ j , γ ′ j )} j∈J a set of pairs of cones, then we define:
In most cases all E i = E and we only write (E, B) instead of (E, (E) i∈J , B), and E instead of (E, B f ) as we said.
We will often assume :
Let us give examples :
Example 16. Local functionals : Let J = {1}, and λ n = λ n,1 = C n = {(x, ..., x; ξ 1 , ..., ξ n ) ∈ T * (U n ) : x ∈ U, ξ 1 + ... + ξ n = 0} the conormal bundle to the small diagonal and write λ = C. Note that C n ⊂ (−γ× (n−1)× γ c ) c as soon as γ is a semigroup for addition. Then F C (E(U, E), U , K, K; l C) has an interesting closed subspace (for the topologies defined below) :
F additive} is one of the possible definitions of microlocal functionals in [BFRi] , where F is said to be additive if ∀ϕ 2 ∈ U and ϕ 1 , ϕ 3 ∈ E(U, E) such that ϕ 1 + ϕ 2 , ϕ 2 + ϕ 3 , ϕ 1 + ϕ 2 + ϕ 3 ∈ U and supp(ϕ 1 ) ∩ supp(ϕ 3 ) = ∅ then :
We will thus see below it is complete nuclear for the topologies we will soon define. Note that C does not satisfy assumption 1.
Example 17. Microcausal functionals : Let J = {1, 2}, U = M a (time oriented) globally hyperbolic manifold (for a metric g) and µ
) the future light cone at x i and µ c n,2 = V − n analogously. Then the minimal variant of the space of microcausal functionals (see e.g. [BFRi] ) with DW F (F (n) ) ⊂ µ n,1 ∩ µ n,2 (instead of the same condition on wave front sets in the usual approach) is:
We have the operadic variant if we define γ mc,1 = V + , γ
,2 which satisfies assumption 2. We can define :
. The injection (which will soon be continuous) follows from proposition 13 since for instance
Example 18. Operadically Microcausal functionals :
The inconvenience in some applications of the last example is that γ = γ ′ so that it is not possible to compose multilinear maps obtained via derivatives even in the case E = l C. For G a family of globally hyperbolic metrics on M, (g,j) )} (g,j)∈J , which satisfies assumption 2, and the space of operatorially microcausal functionals :
We also have a variant with closed cones Γ omc2 = {(γ omc,(g,j) , γ ′ omc,(g,j) )} (g,j)∈J :
To compare with examples already considered, let us make explicit the variants with wave front set conditions.
and oµ (g,i) ) (g,i)∈J , and then deduce
Note that F oµc2 (M, {g}, U ; E) is the space introduced in [CH, p 14] (once considered the symmetry of differentials that allows not to state symmetric conditions with respect to which variable is the last variable). Note that F µloc (U ; l C) ⊂ F oµc (M, G, U ; l C) using as explained in the example for multilocal functionals that V ± (g) are semigroups for addition.
In the case C ′ = F , there are 2 natural topologies. We can put the topology of uniform convergence on images of finite dimensional compacts by smooth functions I s or the topology of uniform convergence on images of compacts by smooth curves I c . I s (resp. I c ) is the initial topology generated, for any f φ : IR n → E(U, E) for n ≥ 1 (resp. for n = 1) by the
(this last space being given the usual topology of uniform convergence on compacts of all derivatives). We have
even if E is not quasi-complete 1 , and the second bracket can be removed in the quasi-complete case ( [S] for associativity of ǫ product). Of course f * (k,i) φ
For the second type of spaces, we likewise define I s , I c using :
The topologies above are also defined by the following families of seminorms. For K ⊂ IR m a compact and f : IR m → U ⊂ E(U) a smooth map, C an equicontinuous set in
, one defines for the first case:
For the second case, we keep the seminorms p f,K,CE and replace the second family, using equicontinuous=bounded sets C ⊂ (D
ibi ) (cf lemma 3) and consider the seminorms :
1 Indeed it is enough to deal with the case k = 0 and
) but conversely, an element of the ǫ product defines a scalarly smooth map, thus composed with curves, a scalarly smooth curve, but from [KM, Corol 1.8 ] smoothness of curves depends only of the bornology, thus our element of E[IR n ]ǫE defines a conveniently smooth map (with the original topology of E) and, from [KM, Corol 3.14] , this is the usual notion of smooth maps. Then the identification of topologies follows as in [T, Th 44.1] 
It is crucial in the case E not necessarily quasi-complete that we see
thanks to [S, Corol 2 p 34] . For cases with specified support, C ′ one of course uses inductive and projective limits, for α = s, c (with the same name for induced topologies on a subspace)
The spaces above are related in using proposition 12 and its consequence explained in proposition 13. We recover in special cases statements of our previous examples. 
c , namely under assumption 2. One gets continuous embeddings for α ∈ {si, ci, sp, cp}:
where we used proposition 13 and [S, Prop 1 p 20] for ǫ product of injective continuous maps.
Our first main general result generalizing and improving the known properties of microcausal functionals is the following :
Theorem 20. The spaces F λ (E(U, E), U , K, C; (E, B)), F Γ (U , C; (E, B)) with topologies I sp or I cp (or I si or I ci if C is countably generated) are complete locally convex spaces (resp. nuclear) as soon as E is. Assume moreover E is a quasi-complete locally convex algebra with continuous product and assume assumption 1 (resp. assumption 2), then B) ) is an algebra with hypocontinuous multiplication defined pointwise for I si or I ci (resp. F Γ (U , C; (E, B)) an algebra with continuous multiplication if C = F for I s or I c and otherwise hypocontinuous for I si or I ci ).
The reader will note in the proof that, in order to use [S2] , it is crucial that in all cases E has a continuous and not only hypocontinuous multiplication map.
Proof.
Step 1: Nuclearity.
By definition, In the case C ′ = F , I s , I c are locally convex kernels of nuclear spaces
. From [S] and our identification of these spaces with ǫ products, the completion of these spaces are the same with E replaced by its completion which is still nuclear. Then ǫ-products are completed projective products of nuclear spaces thus nuclear.Then from projective limits, subspaces and countable projective limits, one deduces all the support cases.
Step 2: Completeness.
In the case C ′ = F all topologies are defined as locally convex kernels. As made explicit below,it remains to check those locally convex kernels are closed subspaces of corresponding products (then they will be complete as closed subspaces of complete locally convex spaces, see [T, Prop 5.4] , since continuous and smooth functions considered valued in complete locally convex spaces are complete, see Trèves [T, Prop 44.1] ). Said otherwise the proof is the same as for the classical smooth structure in convenient analysis (cf [KM, Def 3.11 
]).
Step 3: (Hypo)continuity.
We only consider the cases with support F , the general case follows by regular (since countable strict) inductive limits and [M] .
Using composition, product [KM, corol 3.13] and smoothness of bounded multilinear maps [KM, lemma 5.5] , one gets pointwise product of smooth maps are smooth and the derivative given by ordinary Leibniz rule.
From Schwartz' crossing theorems [S2, Prop 2 p 18], and replacing by completeness and nuclearity an ǫ product by a quasi-completed projective tensor product (here any⊗ is such a quasi-completion), on gets a canonical map :
Note that the extension to the hypocontinuous product follows from 1, 2 in his result because sup(β, π) = β and because any bounded set in (D S2, Prop 1.4 p 16] by nuclearity of the strong=Arens dual of (D
• Γ β,π from the tensor multiplication map of 9 and a canonical injection from assumption 1, with value in
This is the expected space of value. Using Leibniz rule, in order to get the derivative of (F G) (n+m) and reasoning in composing the above map with φ → (F (n) (φ) ⊗ G (m) (φ)) one deduces the stated hypocontinuity in the first case.
In the second case, one reasons similarly with Γ π,π which is continuous instead [S2, , the tensor multiplication map of lemma 15 and the canonical injection one needs to use with assumption 2 is the composition with (D
6. Supplementary algebraic structure on spaces of smooth functionals
Our final task is to get a general result to recover Poisson brackets or retarded brackets on our spaces of functionals. We especially want to cover field dependent variants as in [BFRi] . The reader not familiar with vector valued distributions should assume E = l C later at first reading.
If E is a quasi-complete algebra with continuous multiplication M, then one can extend duality pairings to an hypocontinuous E-valued pairing defining for f ∈ (E
This comes from [S2] (using ( ., . ǫM) • Γ β,π ) as in the proof of our previous theorem.
Assume moreover given an action A : F⊗ π E → E with F a quasi-complete locally convex space.
One can extend • j from lemma 14 to : 
and one can define
]ǫF] in this space with the projective kernel topology. We can associate continuous maps for
We reach the point where we need to introduce a bornology B(Γ, B, C) on a subspace of F and depending on (E, B).
supported in C for B, namely e.g. for any B ∈ B, a∈A,b∈B supp(a(b)) ∈ C. Then the bornology B(Γ, B, C) is by definition generated by sets C of form {F → ψ( F • 1 (a), a ′ ), a ∈ A, a ′ ∈ A ′ , ψ ∈ B} for A, A ′ as above and B ∈ B. Those bornologies have only been introduced to state a natural condition for preservation of support conditions. Theorem 21. Assume E, F quasi-complete with continuous multiplications
Then the product defined by
is an hypocontinuous product on F Γ (U , C; (E, B f )) with topologies I si or I ci .
We of course wrote
. Note we could formulate an obvious variant for F λ(Γ) (E(U, E), U , K, C; (E, B f )) (but notationally less convenient since ǫ products don't recover wave front set conditions and we could not formulate the assumption on R as a vector valued statement).
Proof. The smoothness of R(F, G) comes from composition of bounded(= smooth) multilinear maps and smooth maps. By Leibniz rule, the derivatives are expressed using
Let us explain the meaning of this expression in more detail. First note that From all hypocontinuities of our building maps, it is then obvious to get the stated hypocontinuity in the full support case. It remains to check the support condition for the distributions given for
The two last terms are supported respectively in supp(F,
ǫE and thus by definition and density of
ǫE and is uniformly supported uniformly in elements of B in C.
since C is polar thus stable by finite unions and this concludes to the expected support condition. This also shows compatibility with the strict inductive limits and thus by [M] , hypocontinuity needs only be checked in the case C = F and this is obvious by our formulas for derivative in terms of our various hypocontinuous products.
Application to Retarded and advanced products
As we will explain in the next remark, the construction of retarded products explained in [BFRi] fails, as stated there, on microcausal functionals. Let us apply our result in the case E = F = l C for simplicity. We mostly follow their physical setting. We stick to the setting of [BGF] (but with reversed convention on what is called retarded/advanced to follow [BFRi] ) to which we refer for terminology, for the first result which gathers in our functional analytic language known results similar to [BFRi, Corol 3.2.5] . Especially, E * is now obtained using a volume form for any (fixed) Riemanian metric on M (cf. p 167) and a vector bundle isomorphism * : E * → E for some scalar product identifying sections of E * and E.
] ⊂Ṫ * M the light cone bundle (with the notation of example 18).
Proposition 22. Let (M, g) a globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifold, P a normally hyperbolic operator acting on sections of a vector bundle E → M (especially its principal symbol is related as usual toĝ ⊗ Id E forĝ globally hyperbolic). We assume V ∓ (ĝ) ⊂ V ∓ (g). Then the retarded Green's operator ∆ ret P (resp. the advanced Green's operator
c or γ ⊃ L(ĝ), any γ ⊂ Λ ⊂ γ, either equal to γ or satisfying the same condition as γ, any C P ∈ {K P (g), SK P (g)}, C F ∈ {K F (g), SK F (g)} and finally any I among I ppp , I ibi it can also be extended to :
Finally, assume a family of P as above is continuously parametrized by a compact set as seen in L(D(M, K; E), D(M, K; E)) with the weak topology and gives bounded set of
If moreover the inclusion of light cones are uniform for the symbols of P in the family then the corresponding extensions form also bounded sets in the spaces they are stated to live in, for the topology of convergence on bounded sets.
Note that our statement implies that the if part of [BFRi, Corol 3.2.5 (c) ] is wrong in taking γ = V + there may be points in the wave front set in V + (with DW F in V + ) without any point in the light cone in W F (∆ 
, as stated we only know with value in SK(ĝ) but the defining support condition implies this automatically). Note that in a bounded family case one gets something bounded here since the support control by g gives a uniform control on support. Since the spaces involved are (quasi)-complete separated locally convex space whose strong dual is a Schwartz space using [D, Prop 8] , an application of [BD, lemma 21] implies they are Mackey-sequentially continuous, thus bounded, thus continuous since the spaces are (ultra)bornological. Thus we have well defined continuous adjoint maps (on Mackey=strong duals) (∆ [BGF, lemma 3.4.4 p 89] , they correspond to extensions of ∆ adv P * (resp. ∆ ret P * ). Exchanging P, P * and using again the support condition on the dense space of smooth maps one deduces the first extension with modified target. Moreover, since J ±,ĝ (J ±,g (.)) ⊂ J ±,g (.), evaluated at compacts or for Σ Cauchy surface for g thusĝ, SK P (ĝ) ⊂ SK P (g) and thus by duality K P (g) ⊂ K P (ĝ) and both support conditions are stable by ∆ ret P . Thus one gets the stated spaces of value of the extension. The bounded family yields bounded family of extensions as above.
From propagation of singularity theorems for wave front set of solutions (cf. e.g. [Du] or [St, Th 13, 15] ) and the statement on support, it is well known that the spaces claimed to be left stable by ∆ ret/adv P are indeed stable in case γ = Λ. It remains to see continuity, first for I ppp . Since open cones containing γ can follow the same constraint (since L(ĝ) closed) we are reduced using (1) to the case γ open (using also the completion to go to Λ = γ.) But in the open case I pmp = I iii is both ultrabornological by [D, Th 23] and quasi-LB thus strictly webbed by Theorem 1 (since either the support condition or its dual is countably generated). Applying De Wilde's closed graph theorem [K2, §35.2.(2)], it suffices to check our map is sequentially closed. But from the continuity at level D ′ and the continuous injection, this is obvious. Going to Λ = γ by completion, it only remains to check a known wave front set condition to get general Λ (since the topology in this case is induced). The case I ibi is a consequence by bornologification.
For the boundedness statement, it only remains to consider the extensions with wave front set conditions. We start again from the case I ppp for γ = Λ ⊃ L(ĝ) (for all symbols in the family of P ) open. By barrelledness and a standard result [K2, §39.3.(2) ], it suffices to see the family is pointwise bounded (and we even get an equicontinuous family not only a bounded one in this case). Thus take u with W F (u) = Γ ⊂ γ, we want to prove boundedness of {∆ ret P (u)} ⊂ D ′ Γ,Γ (M, F ; E) (since from the known support conditions and the inductive limit definition in the γ open case this will be enough). But our family of P are continuously parametrized on a compact in the sense stated above which implies that described in coordinates, so are the coefficients of the differential operators and all their derivatives in positions. But now, a cone in γ c has been assumed not to intersect any char(P ) in the family, thus from the continuity in parameters, we can apply the argument in [H, Th 8.3 .1], get (8.3.5) uniformly on parameters the boundedness of coefficients of R j 's also uniformly on our compact set of parameters, and thus also the conclusion, which gives exactly the expected boundedness D For the topology I ibi , a bornologification argument doesn't work here but we reason as follows. Consider first the case Λ = γ and look at adjoint maps (∆ ret P )
* thus defined for ultrabonological (thus barrelled) topologies I b . The boundedness proved for the adjoints prove strong pointwise boundedness (and the strong topology is known to be I b by [D, Prop 33] ). From [K2, §39.3.(2) ] as above the family (∆ ret P )
* is thus equicontinuous thus bounded, thus bounded as above at the completion level and since in this case equicontinuous sets and bounded sets coincide, we deduce the adjoint are bounded for the convergence on bounded sets for I ibi in the case Λ = γ. The general Λ case follows since the topology is induced as before. This finishes all the cases in the case γ ⊃ L(ĝ). By duality and exchanging advanced and retarded propagators, one gets the case γ ⊂ L(ĝ) c in considering λ = −γ c ⊃ L(ĝ). The assumption on P gives the boundedness in λ of coefficients of the adjoint differential operators and their derivatives that is what we used for the support case, and since we already know the case of full wave front set, one gets ∆ ret P ∈ L b (E ′ (M, E), D ′ (M, E)) bounded and thus by duality the assumed boundedness at the adjoint level. As in the proof before one gets boundedness for I ibi of the adjoints, thus of ∆ ret P and one goes from this to I ppp using the previous was its bornologification.
The next result is a variant adapted to our setting of [BFRi, Prop 3.2.8] . Since the proof is not included there and would need, in our view, to go back to parameter dependence of ∆ ret P along smooth curve, at least at the level of smooth functions that can in principal be obtained by using parameter dependent variants of all local geometric objects (exponential maps, parallel transport) used in [BGF] and controlling global geometric data uniformly by given controlling globally hyperbolic metrics, we don't enter in these details and only assume a reasonable minimal result needed to make work functional analytic argument. Going much further in the construction of retarded Green's operator is clearly not the purpose of this article.
Following them and [BDF] , we call generalized Lagrangian a map L : D(U) → F µloc (U , l C) (this space is defined in example 16) with supp(L (f )) ⊂ supp(f ) and L additive in f as defined in the cited example.
From the definition we know that L (f ) (2) (ϕ) ∈ D ′ C 2 ,C 2 (M 2 , K, (E ⊗2 ) * ) and is smooth in ϕ. Noting that C 2 ⊂ (−γ×γ c ) c for any cone γ ⊂Ṫ * M, and composing with the canonical map built in proposition 13 one gets an image
Noting that if f, g ∈ D(M) equal 1 on a neighborhood of supp(u) ∈ K, P L (f ),ϕ (u) = P L (g),ϕ (u) starting with u smooth, since by [BFRi, lemma 3.1 .2] supp(L (1) (f ) − L (1) (g)) ⊂ supp(f − g) so that just after one derivative evaluating it to u make vanish the difference. As a consequence, take now u ∈ D o with C ǫ ∩ D ǫ compact, and approximating by u, v smooth one gets, assuming this time f, g equal to 1 on a neighborhood of C ǫ ∩ D ǫ P L (f ),ϕ (u), v = P L (f ),ϕ (uh), v = P L (g),ϕ (uh), v = P L (g),ϕ (u), v , using h equal to 1 on a neighborhood of supp(v) supported in D ǫ and the fact that additivity of L (f ), L (g) implies its second derivative is supported on the diagonal [BFRi, prop 2.3.11] .
Arguing with the inductive limit definition of the topologies (also on the dual) one can thus define P L ,ϕ (u), v = P L (f ),ϕ (u), v , f ∈ D(M) equal 1 on a sufficiently huge neighborhood of supp(u) ∩ supp(v) and one gets for any cone γ a continuous map (agreeing for different γ and polar enlargeable families C):
Proposition 23. Let (M, g), (M, g ′ ) globally hyperbolic. Let L a generalized Lagrangian (on U ⊂ E(M, E) smooth sections of a bundle E → M). Assume given a smooth curve on IR, λ → ϕ λ ∈ U and the associated P : λ → P λ := P L ,ϕ λ and assume * P λ are normally hyperbolic differentials operators on E → M with metricĝ λ globally hyperbolic and with
Then for any γ ∈ {V ± (g), V ± (g) c }, we have the smoothmness of E) ) is locally bounded in λ, then for any γ as above C P ∈ {K P (g ′ ), SK P (g ′ )}, the extension ∆
γ,γ (M, C P ; E), I ibi )] of the previous proposition is smooth in λ too with :
There are corresponding results for advanced propagators.
Proof. The smoothness of P follows from the construction above and the definition of seminorms that only involves evaluating on sets uniformly supported in C and (O C ) o . More precisely, one defines the candidate derivatives as above by inserting f and uses a weak characterization as in [KM, corol 1.9 p 14] but instead of evaluating boundedness on all elements of the dual, one evaluates it by the definition for the ǫ product on tensor product of equicontinuous sets for which the f could be chosen uniformly. To get smoothness of ∆ ret P λ it suffices to prove the formula for the first derivative and apply induction using smoothness (boundedness, even hypocontinuity) of the composition map by proposition 14 between our spaces.
We first note that on compact sets of λ's we have uniform boundedness in the stated spaces of ∆
c for all λ and the corresponding inclusion for complements that enable to use the boundedness statement in proposition 22.
To compute the first derivative, one also wants to check a resolvent equation :
Pµ . Indeed from the continuity of the operators used one can extend the defining relation ∆ ret P λ P λ = Id to functions with support in C P so that we have ∆ ) is bounded, using the uniform boundedness derived above from proposition 22 and some boundedness from [KM, p 9 ] since P λ smooth) and then from the usual computation of difference quotients, one gets the usual derivatives again by hypocontinuity of compositions and Mackey convergence argument using the proof [KM, Corol 1.9 ] to get that after dividing by λ − µ the next expression is again bounded : We are now ready to get retarded products from the results of our previous section. Some of the assumptions are probably redundant but we don't want to go back to the construction of retarded products in this paper to make them minimal, even though this is probably easy following [BGF] .
Proposition 24. Let (M, g), (M, g ′ ) globally hyperbolic. Let L a generalized Lagrangian (on U ⊂ E(M, E) smooth sections of a bundle E → M). Assume that for any smooth curve λ → ϕ λ ∈ U and the associated * P L ,ϕ λ are normally hyperbolic differential operators on E → M with metricĝ λ globally hyperbolic and with V ± (g ′ ) ⊃ V ± (ĝ λ ) ⊃ V ± (g). Finally assume that for any curve as above ∆ ret * P λ ∈ L b (D(M, E); E(M, E)) is locally bounded in λ. Let Γ omc be defined as in example 18 for G = {g} and define R(ϕ) = ∆ ret * P L ,ϕ * and recall Γ ′ omc = {(V + (g), (V − (g)) c ), (V + (g), V + (g)), (V − (g), (V + (g)) c ), (V − (g), V − (g))} indexed by {+, −} × {1, 2} Then R ∈ F Γ ′ omc (U , K; ( l C(Γ omc ), ( l C g (Γ omc ) g∈{+,−}×{1,2} , B(Γ omc , B f , K))) and thus defines an hypocontinuous retarded bracket on F Γomc (U , K; l C) with topologies I si or I ci . Assuming the corresponding assumption for an advanced bracket giving a map A, F Γomc (U , C; (E, B f )) is thus a Poisson algebra (with hypocontinuous multiplication maps) with Poisson bracket {., .} = R(., .) − A(., .).
